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SHERIFFS SALE
POLITICAL
Commissioners under Jay s treaty, the commissioner insisted, I should have been
Agents had a t igat to act independently and justified in refusing and making an exfieirte,
N" on Execution aUd
York, ss
without our controul. At that time no sinis- report according to the provisions of the trea
be sold at Public Auc~
From the Gazette b* Advertiser.
JAMES K. REMICH,
ter motive could be imputed to me, had 1 ty*
tion, at the store of Greenough, Bodwell
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
been precipitate—for 1 nad n$t then been
ItvVasa question at first with both the
& Co. in Kennebunk, on Friday, the twenty
TO THE PEOPLE GF MAINE.
elected to Congress nor selected as a candì- Commissioners whether we had any further
nc o’clock i„
fourth day of April next, at two of the clock
In my first reply to the anonymous char
in the afternoon ; All the right in equity ges in the Argus, of firedfiitancy in settling date. 1 ne Agents there presented their discretion but to decide where the title to
........................
SHa\V,7
( which Jotham Perkins has to redeem the the subject confided to me under the fourth claims tor our adjudication and had all the ’these
islands Was according to the true in
•
I AW.
yContnW
following described real estate situate in said article of the treaty of Ghent, 1 stated that time they wished to produce their evidence i tent
and meaning of the treaty Of 1783, with
<
f ornary 26, ¡sop
| Kennebunk, bounded by the road leading of the four commissions established by that and arguments. We even so far considered out
regard to the expediency of the interest
from Kennebunk Village by Joseph Storer’s treaty mine was the only one which had the British Agent’s state of health, as to dis- ■,ofthe parties concerned. Opposed to this
i
dwelling house to Alfred,and of Chadbourn terminated successfully. That under the pense with a winter session and the Agents j doubt
was another of equal and greater im
;
/ ¿c Junkins, the road leading by said Perkins’ first article relative to the deportation of had from September to May—eight months ! portance,
whether if each could by an equi
i
subscribers •having
house to Alfred aforesaid, and land formerly slaves, after a reference of its meaning to the —to prepare. We adjourned to meet in May {table
adjustment, retain its own citizens
< subjects, without transferring them to
owned by Rufus Furbish, containing about Emperor of Russia and his decision in favor at Boston, and there our session was as long * or
■ foreign power against their will, we
>t York, coim>iikS:r.,7i
two acres. The premisesbeing under the en of our construction, a commission was insti as the Agents wished—we gave them all the a
latitude
they
wanted,
and
they
were
not
over
(
am,"c the claims of^
cumbrance of a mortgage to Benjamin Smith. tuted to liquidate the number and value of
ought
not, if We. couldy give such a con
modest
in
their
claims
—
and
we
adjourned
to
I
<
Also one other tract of land situate in said the slaves thus taken away. The Commis
struction to our commission as to effect so
meet
in
September
to
give
them
time
to
re!
!
JOHN SMITS
Kennebunk with the buildings thereon, sioners, after a long conflict 'otild agree in
desirable an object. We at length concluded
bounded by the road leading by the house nothing and the two governrutats effected a ply to each other.—Here our sessipn was ! 1that as Grand Menañ had never been in cur
;‘^ck;in «A
from
25th
Sept,
to
10th
Oct.
—
No
new
e\ii
]possession and that Moose, Dudley and
where said Perkinsnow lives to Alfred and compromise. The ' Commissioners under
’1<2ef.(-ase(trepi-cspn;tli
land of Joseph Storer, and is the lot occupied the fifth article, it is well kne -o., after being dence, was, to my recollection offered and ; )Frederick had hot been in possession ofthé
ebv give notiw th??
by said Perkins for a tanyard.—The said ! employed for years did not g;, ■* e, anti the no complaint on either side that other evi- ! British, until captured in the last war, it was
t<‘«aid creditors to .
could be obtained, were further u—m !
premises are under the encumbrance of a subject is now referred to U” ...npirage of ; denCe
the fair scope Of our legitimate powhums»
and
that-We sh
«;
•7
” ««
‘U uiat
given.
iLoi'fcgage to NaAum Haley.
<>
consider the posseysiou as the evi
w »he dwelling Í
vhe.King of the Netherlands fcTMr. Preble
At
the
close
of
that
session,
only
one
diffi(
RICH/CRD
SMI
TH,
Defi.
Sheriff.
den«*
of
title, and to decide what was most
W- Smith. in 1 ?
and Mr. Gallatin are our agents to advocate ,culty occurred—and it was on a question of (
March 13, 1829.
fourth Monday t ï
beneficial
to oiir respective gove'rnnfentsi
our cause before the umpire. The commis further delay—not for further evidence, but i
th; first MwW
rather than by adhering to a technical con
sion under thesizY/i and seventh articles was for further argument.
.struction to decide what would have been in
vn»^ÿ
finished on the 18th June, 1822, so far as re
At this time, the application for an ad- •
to both and peculiarly unjust to the
gards the sixth article only, embracing the journment, till the next spring, was made by jurious
j
on Execution and line from the 45th deg. of lat. on the St. '
inhabitants
of the Islands in 'controversy.
‘ York, ss
American Agent and as the British Abe sold at Public Lawrence to the northerly end of lake Huron
It is. a grave question how far the treaty
gent
affected
to
be
satisfied,
I
was
called
up!,
Auction, at the store of Greenough, Bod-, —that part contained in the 7th article em
making power can dissolve the bands of al*
on to decide, and I did decide that no further i
well 8c Co. in Kenpebunk,on Friday, the
bracing the line through Lake Superior to argument was necessary ; Mr. Barclay, at (legiance and protection.—A citizen of a State
twenty-fourth day of April nextK at two of the northwestern point of the Lake of the
owing allegiance to it and to the Unión, hash
the same time, intimating that if his Majes- reciprocal right to protection; and any com*
the clock in the afternoon ; All the right in woods, being still unfinished.
ty
’
s
Agent
had
made
the
requ^t,
he
should
,pact which puts that protection in jeopardy
reived by
equity which Samuel Ross, has to redeem
The letter from Eastport, published in the
ENOUGH, BODWEt
i the following described real estate situate in Argus of 27th ult. confirms what 1 had before have overruled him. The next morning, !should be construed in favor ofthe citizen’s
said Kennebunk, bounded northerly by the stated that the small Islands lying west of however, the Agents made a joint applica- •right ; and it is to be hoped that if ever the
gHhds.W.l.Rtd
post road, easterly by the river, southerly Moose, Dudley and Frederick towards tion for the adjournment, and Mr. Barclay. ,north-eastern boundary shall be brought to a
o
*< v',?0'*«
and westerly by land of Isaiah Hacker, with the American shore, were little clumps assenting, for several days the business was (decision, regard will be had to the rights Of
F
u
‘ O' do."
the, buildings thereon, and is the same where of rocks appendant and appurtenant to these in suspense—The Commissioners were divi- ,our citizens as well as of the territory.—The
» «
Do. M0U>
said Ross now lives. The premises aforesaid islands on the Main—it not appearing that ded on that point, until at last Mr. Barclay ,commissioners under the 6th and 7th article
Remaining
in
the
Post-Office
at
Berwick,
ES HQL. GIN
yielded, and agreed that we had heard were, in many instances, obliged to abandon
are under the encumbrance of a mortgage.
AM. GIN,
’
either has, at low water, a navigable enough.
March 31,-1829.
RICHARD
SMITH,
Defi.
Sheriff.
the technical construction of their commis
channel
round
it
even
for
boats,
and
the
first quality CHM
In the solicitude for delay, I impute no im
B. C. E. F.
Kennebunk, March 14, 1829.
most of them attached to the Main or the proper motive to the Agents—Each no doubt sion and in the numerous Islands which they
; Cross Cut Saws; j Ifo^LIZA BEAN,—Anna Clement,—ComI ay lor & Sanderson’s);# JLJ missioners of Joseph Mayall’s Estate,
islands, by rocks or bars, dry at low water, believed, as all orators are apt to believe, that Awarded to the respective parties to consqlt
SHERIFFS SALE*
and some even at high tide. rF.he strongest his eloquence would be” very effectual—But convenience rather than mere right. Any
Hats ; 2 cases Comm John Emerv,—MoseS Fox, Jr. William Fry,
IN on Executions and advocate for British rights among us, will as it was to be argument and nothing else, one who will cast his eye Upon the map, an
GARS, &c. &c. &c, i Ira Ford.
York, ss.
11 be sold at Public never be able to cci-' inc^even the British and the third argument too, on the same sub nexed to their decision, will perceive that
will be sold very low,
G. H. J. K.
V
endue, near the Store of William Lord, themselves, that they have a shadow of ject, I had no need of it, to satisfy my mind. this must have been the case.—At any rate
1829.
‘
!
Adam Goodwin, James S. Goodwin, Mary
our decision was entirely satisfactory to out
Goodwin,—Amos Hill, John Hammond, in Kennebunk, in said County, on Friday, claim to either of them. It is not however 1 had come to the conclusion from the fact, government. Some dissatisfaction I believe,
i
the
24th
day
of
April
next,
at
two
o
’
clock
in
the
first
time
that
our
patriots
have
advocated
that my ultimatum would be a restoration of was manifested at the time by the people of
or sal
Patrick Hannoway, Humphrey Hammond,
! the afternoon ;—All the right in equity
™OJV WORK^ Jonathan Hubbard,—Ephraim Joy,—Sarah i which John Sfiringer, of Kennebunk, has to British claims, as unfounded as these. Nay the Islands taken from us during the war. A New-Brunswick, but it subsided and the
more.
—
“
If
thine
enemy
hunger
feed
him,
”
common right to the navigable waters, I in
e Saw Mill, i’i&’sl Kelley.
| redeem a lot of Land containing seventeen has been the charitable maxim which some tended to obtain if I could, as essential to our whole has been acquiesced in for twelve
L. M. N. P.
ag Irons, Stirrups,
years If my motive had been to finish this,
Cyrus Lord, Mark Libbey,—Joseph Mur acres more or less and being the same which of our exclusive republicans have enforced. navigating interest and to prevent disputes in to engage in other business, those who would
eel hoops, &c. &c. |
’
he
purchased
of
John
Maddox
and
George
If
our
agent,
however,
is
already
engaged
in
these
waters.
"This
I
also
obtained,
and
I
(
v
.
. .
ho are about erecting phy, Abigail Mason, Hannah R. Morrell, .
theirs unfinished for the sake of that
James Merrill, Patrick Manning 2, Rev. R YV'•Wallingford, Esq.; Also, about twenty- arguing on the British side, what assurance again repeat, I obtained better terms than leave
>r their advantage tocallii Messinger,—William A. W(’Neal,-Pa- eight»ures
acresofofland
land whmh
which be
he rmrehased
purchased ofof have we that he will not indulge similar pre our ministers at Ghent exacted or were zg* which is more honourable and profitable, are
will be sold much cW
A^a Stevens, and being under the encum dilections hereafter. If the opinion enter structed to exact, and such as wère entirely the last to complain. Had I preferred a
tience Penney, Sally Price, Joseph Prime.
in be had.
brance of a mortgage deed to John Tarbox tained by his colleague is adopted by him, satisfactory to the people here, and to thè ’ seat in Congress to the emoluments of my
M.
HUBBARD,
P.
M.
v ill be-leased for these
commission and left it unfinished, I then
and William Hutchins.
that the territory embraced in the dispute, if whole administration.
should have done what our agent or his
y person disposed tow;
RICHARD SMITH, Defi. Sheriff.
obtained by us, belongs not to Niaine, but to
At
any
rate,
had
1
insisted
on
any
thing
friends for him are proposing to do. Had I
ivilege where Merrill’s!
March 13, 1829.
the United States, Governor Lincoln’s doc more or different, the Commissioners must preferred the honour of a seat in Cofigress to
erly stood on Kennett
trine of State sovereignty will ¿o for nothing have disagreed. 1 received Col. Barclay’s the profits of my commission and abandoned
A LL Persons are hereby forbid harbourmu el Gill Patrick’s, '
and an exchange might, we fear, be negotia ultimatum to restore the captured Islands
for that, I might have incurred the im
tulars enquire of
I ZsL ing or trusting a town Pauper by the
ted, for an equivalent at Rouse’s Point or the and not only took time to deliberate, but this
AKEN
on
Execution
and
name
of
B
arney
R
ich
,
as
I
have
taken
him
putation of sacrificing profit and public duty
JOHNS
York, ss
navigation
of
the
St.
Lawrence,
or
something
will be sold at public venconsulted several distinguished friends of tl^e to a. selfish ambition. If our- agent chalí
k, Feb. 28,1829. ■ of the town of Lyman, to support the present
then ad mini svration, among whom I recol abandon his agency at $4,500 a year aiid exyear, and am readv to fulfil I my contract in due, on Saturday^the 18th day of April next, . else equally visionar^In
regard
to
Camfio
Bello,
it
ztf
westerly
of
lect Gen. Dearborn and Dr. Eustis and the fienses for $18,000, and the title of “ His Ex
4ST~NOTicil; Shat respect—&nd 1 rid hereby forbid all per at Tweive of tne dock, noon-2 at the Store
the principal ship channel. But it will'be
sons having uneettttii sons harbouring or trusting him on my ac now occupied by Abikl Kelley, Jr. in recollected t'qat from the treaty of 1783, it late President Adams, the elder, whether I cellency,” can he escape the imputation of
Shapleigh,
all
the
Right
in
Equity
which
ought to insist On more at the hazard of disa sacrificing a public duty tóavarice and ambi
the Subscriber are infor count, or on account of the town of Lyman,
was impossible that this fact could bear, in the
loyed G. Hussev, Esq,) as I shall pay no debts of his contracting of Timothy Ross has to redeem the farm on least, on the question. TheJ proviso in that greeing, or to close with Barclay’s proposal. tion combined ?
which
he
now
lives,
situated
in
Newfield,
It was the unanimous opinion that if I could
any name or nature whatever.
I intend in a future communication to ex
containing fifty acres more or less, and is the treaty excepting all Islands belonging to the obtain back these Islands and should insist amine more particularly into the motives of
SAMUEL WILLIAMS.
be done without exprni
Province
of
Nova
Scotia,
made
it
necessary
Noi
’
th
half
of
Lot
No.
12,
on
Range
L.
with
On
more
and
we
disagreed,
I
should
be
Lyman, April 7,1829.
those who originated this investigation, and
rst of May next.afei
the buildings thereon standing.—Said*farm is to determine what Islands had so belonged blamed by the people there and by the gov to detail some facts which will place these
put in suit for collect)
or did belong to that Province. The pro ernment. I met Col. Barclay the next morn exclusive patriots before the public in their
under
the
encumbrance
of
a
mortgage
deed
BURLEIGH!
to John Say ward, Jr. and‘others for the sum jector of this inquiry knows full well what ing and agreed to his proposition, on condi proper light. If it shall so turn out that the
ik, March 7, 1829, I
of one hundred forty four dollars and interest Islands did in 1783 belong to that Province tion of out signing a joint declaration in re
OR sale bv JOS. G. MOODY, a quan since the 22d day of December 1827. Said and that Campo Bello was one of them. He gard to thg navigable waters. He at length assailants shall be obliged th acton the de
tity of VERMONT HERDS GRASS deed is recorded on the 162 and 163 pages of cannot mistake the case :—he does not wzs- assented, and on the 10th Oct. we executed fensive and to “ concentrate on the line,” let
them recollect wAo began.
and CLOVER SEED of the first quality.the 128th Book of York County Records.
take it, but he misstates it—that Island al the decision on paper and adjourned to meet
J. HOLMES»
April 4.
Garden Seeds m
Conditions made known at the time and ways had belonged to that Province and was in New-York on the 24th Nov. to give time to
Alfred, 31st March, 1829.
h, put up by the Sham
clearly embraced within its charter, as an complete the records and copies and engross
place of Sale.
PALMER W
Island vjithin six leagues of the shore. Grand the decision. If my obligations as Member
JESSE GILMAN, Defit. Sheriff.
,1829.
Menan is not, except a small.nart^ within of Congress pressed me, much more did the
March 5,1829.
The federal papers are not satisfied with
six leagues of the Noya-Scotia shore—and as interest and necessities ofthe people inhab President Jackson’s selection of persons for
BALES Brown Sheetings & Shirtings,
Moose,
Dudley
and
Frederick
are,
it
is
man

LAST NOTICE !
iting the islands in controversy. A very re his cabinet. They would have liked it bet
1 ”
Bleached '
Do.
>H ELS first quality ?!
3 ” W’arp Yarp No. from 8 to 12,
LL persons having unsettled accounts ifest that the Commissioners decided on the spectable number of our citizens had for a ter if it had been formed on the principle of
fiossession
rather
than
the
title,
and
that
had
eived and for sale forCii Just received and for sale" at Factory Pri
considerable time, endured a military gov amalgamation.—Eastern Argus.
with the Subscriber are informed that
we done otherwise G. Menan would have ernment and suffered the mortification of a
4OUGH, BODWmi ces by
he has employed G. Hussey, Esq. to settle
SAMUEL CURTIS.
Really, this is a little too much. Gen.
been
awarded
to
us
and
Moose,
Dudley
and
.1829,
,
.'1|
conquered people.—They had drunken to Jackson
them.
Wells, April 4,1829.
’s cabinet has been formed on the
This may be done without expense previ Frederick to them. If these contiguous lit their full satisfaction from the cup of humili principle of amalgamation I It is the first in
tle
things-,
now
for
the
fi4
‘
st
time
magnified
ation.
They
had
experienced
all
the
frui

ous to the first of May next, after which,
into Islands, are awarded to G. Britain, most tion of military dictation and discipline ; and stance of the kind since the origin of the old
suit for collection.
M^WE-STREEr SACO. they will be putinBURLEIGH
surely, if there are any such in the Bay of had we procrastinated as is usual, to hear federal and republican parties. The silly
SMART.
Fundy, they belong to us, as Grand Menan long speeches or make a long job, it would cry of the Argus and other Jackson papers
Keep constantly for sale, a large assort Kennebunk, March 7, 1829.
only, is awarded to them in trBay. Now have been done at their serious expense—ex about federalism and amalgamation is there
veil's original W
ment of
it is understood that there are MAeral of the pense of feeling, expense of interest, expense fore now more absurd and ridiculous than
D
r
.
THAYER
’
S
iuises, Sprains, Rte
ever. Two of the new cabinet, Branch and
same description and of greater magnitude of liberty.
p, Numbness, Stiffs
Berrien, are federalists ; Ingham was one
VegetaVAe
Catho\icon.
near
the
shores
of
G.
Menan,
aid
we
conse

Let
it
be
remembered
that
in
this
decision^
AMONG WHICH MAY BE FOUND
nbs, Chilblains,Chappi!
as long as the federal party were in power in
quently
have
the
same
right
to
f
hose,
as
G.
A
Highly
Approved
Universal
Family
not
a
single
American
citizen
is
transferred
A
GREAT
variety
of
House-keeping
Arsects, Vegetable PR
Britain has to the others. Indeed neither to Great Britain r the bond of allegiance and Pennsylvania. Of President Jackson’s other
MEDICINE,
ary. Recommended^ ZlL tides and Cabinet Trimmings ;
appointments, a large number are federalists
party
has any right to either, nor has either
Joiners
’
Moulding
'Fools
and
Bench
Planes
;
lysicians in the ViW
HESE Pills cleanse the stomach and ever firetended it. It is the pitiful cavilling' protection is no where” broken ; all were of whom we can name Messrs. Tazewell,
;
wrested
from
foreign
dominion
and
restored
Saws
and
Files
of
all
kinds
;
bowels ; restore lost or depraved ap of an American citizen to provoke the revival
hcate as well as those-«)
Baldwin, Campbell, Pope, Baylies—and'
‘ to the rights of free citizens.
petite ; correct bilious disorders; and are
able individuals,acco^ Chiselsand Gouges; Squares8cCompasses;
others might be named. We should have
of a question amicably and equitably settled ;
I
trust
there
is
not
an
American
citizen
on
Hammers, Hatchets and Axes ;
an almost certain remedy for common colds, and if this were the effort of some officious
' no objection to this disregard of old party
CAUTION. . 1 Braces and Bits ;
head-ache, cholic, dysentary and any disor busy body, who had no other way to distin Moose Island, who regrets that he was not : distinctions if the ablest and best men ?were
exchanged^
British
subject
on
Grand
. selected. But •„ is not 5O. Geni Jackson
Spoke
Shaves
and
Drawing
Knives
;
ders
in
which
physic
is
needful.
ly to be deplored,thaU
guish himself, this effort would be viewed Menro-and 1 am too charitable to suppose ,
disposed to give all the lucrative offiThey
are
highly
recommended
by
mt improvement ords Box Rules and Bevils ;
with
indifference
to
use
no
harsher
term.
hat any inhabitant of Lubec would wish to ,
h P
. |„d boisterous politicians
OilStones and Hones;
Physicians, and others who are acquainted But, if, as 1 strongly suspect,
’dicine, the cMR Board Rules and Marking Irons ;
attempt is brnld up that place by transferring the Citi- ;
,
b
J,
bst„
P,, in bis
rd the inventor, mat Locks, Hinges & Screws, all kinds and sizes; with their mild and pleasant operation, as a from a higher source, and its object is per sens of Eastport to a loreign government and
Thi practice
we shall strenuously
<ren0ously
This
practice we
s just reward, by jWJ Sheet Lead ; OvenTVlouths, & Blind Hinges ; preventative of fevers, if taken freely in the sonal and to assail the reputatic i of an indi thereby making Lubec our prt>">uKnt iron- support.
PP
P
;
and may be continued as vidual, regardless of consequences to the na tier port. I am well aware that while Eastinstigated by envyW Brass Swing Lamps, suitable for Stores and commencement
i„
•worthless
men
in
office,
to
keep
the
country
physic through every stage of bilious or ty tion, it deserves the severest reprobation. port was occupied by the British, Lubec ;
ig their spurious cw
Meeting-houses ;
phus fevers.
as a substitute for W Training Guns and Gun Locks.
be“"pected
’Fd'oul/bSgaS'Iw
'‘he
That there are men of strong professions of flourished
as S
our frontier
port. But could
it !' P’ lr'ciPle^ men in ‘hen- designs upon t£ pubreby tending to W
Each box is accompanied with directions patriotism, who would sacrifice the interests peS^Eastport to bnlfd up^notheZ por-1
, into disrepute, ande”;
for using ; and recommendations from the and peace of their country to their own am
HOLLOWWARE,
Such instances are R
valuable part of society. And they are per bition there can be no doubt. History is full tlon ot out citizens.
tegrity and patriotism. One of the most obIged by many thatall
fectly safe for women and children in all of such examples and I regret to add that
It tsproper to remark that procrastination jcJdo’able features in the new policy, is the
CLdY
FURNACES,
onimon course are ®J
our
own
country
has
f
urnished
some
promin

conditions.
m
such
commissions
has
been
the
subject
of
J
intment of some half a scorf of tj,e most
together with a great many other articles too
wed by a train of m»1; .
(£j“None are genuine unless numbered ent ones. In a period of feverish excitement general complaint. 1 he delays, conflict, act,vc, bQt not the most scrupulous Jackson
numerous
to
particularize.
k impostors. '1 he^1
between the two. nations, no doubt G. Brit even quarrels, whether real or feigned, have , C(j-ltol s ,n tbe country to lucrative offices, as a
and signed by
S. W. THAYER.
Saco, March 14, 1829-,
isttyiu.
ain might seize on these pretexts furnished been truly morufying. The commissioners
:ceive Whitwell’s V;
d fo their sca;.rinity and abise of Mr.
For Sale by
most wretchedly W0,1
this writer in the Argus or any other under the sixth and seventh articles, «“be Adams. A g,.eater stride towards the corTHE CELEBRATED HORSE
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk. by
equally frivolous, to invade cur territory expiratwn of six years had halt hmshed
.
the Jlrew. never was made in this
ATILE AROMW
Should such a period arrive, which God for their business. I have them report before , co[mt^._Kennel>ec Journal.
bid, our own arguments in our own newspa me and witness some fifty or a hundred isl- t
J
r years celebrated in
pers will be thrown in our teeth. It will ands ceded to Great Britain. I complain not
ache, dizziness, dm
Gyman, will stand the
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.
then
be
in
vain
to
state
that
this
was
done
in
of the decision, for in a controversy with a ) Anecdote.—Mr. Kry glas., one day being
biness, lowness bUffl
iZaW
ensuing Season at the
the spirit of malignity, by a mhn who would foreign nation, there are two sides to the i dressed in a handsome pair of new boots,
rvoiis weakness,
following places, to com
—
among
which
are
—
trample
upon
any
one,
who
stood
in
the
way
id grateful to the ®
mence on the first Wednes- nglHE Literary and Scientific Class of his ambition, even at the expense of his questionsand where we cannot obtain all we i met ajriend, when the following conversa
wish, we must take what we can get, or dis tion ensued:—*' Mr. Frad. “ These are
posed of root sandhi |
next, viz : at Towle’s Stable in JU
Book ;
country’s rights. Such a plea would dis agree.
handsome boots, Mr. Krvglas, who made
:ely necessary for ,g __________ on Wednesdays, at or near Capt.
Classical Reader ; Agricultural Reader ;
grace ourselves, and would be spurned at
Every one who examines the bickerings them ?” Mr.K. “ Willy Lop.”—Mr. F. “I
or visit the sick.
Gooch’s Store in Wells on Thursdays, at Whelpley’s Compend of History ;
e
ven
by
an
enemy.
and
even
scolding
under
the
fifth
article
and
suppose you talked him over in the old
T WELL’S BITT® Col. Hobbs’in Berwick on Fridays, at Maj. Geographies ; Grammars ; Arithmeticks ;
The examination and decision in regard to the consequent procrastination will readily wa
y ” Mr. K. “ No that wont do now.•
way.
derrick’s in Alfred, on Saturdays, and at the Spelling Books.
those
Islands
were
prompt
and
judicious.
see
and
sensibly
feel
that
delays
are
not
so
F. “ Then when they came home you
and wonderful
Subscriber’s in Lyman the remainder of each And almost all the popular School Books Mr. Barclay was not officially notified of his
easily prevented as promoted.
| ordered a half dozen more !” Mr. K. “ No.”
ia, jaundice, sfck«| week. For Conditions see handbills.
in use.
appointment until the 14th August.—I had
A more striking example still, is to be Mr>
«Perhaps you gave a cheque on
nee, want of
A large assortment of STATIONARY.
notice from the State department on the 23d, found in the commission under the first ar- Hammersley, which you knew would not be;
THE PRIMROSE,
:o the solids, enrich t«
A great variety of BLANK ACCOUNT and the next day set out for N. York to make ticle. So disgusted were the two govern-) honoured.** Mr. K. “ No, no, no ; in short
the whole ^yStg'J for beauty and speed is exceeded by none in
BOOKS.
arrangements with Barclay, how* and when ments at the progress, or rather no progress you might guess till to-morrow before yon
the State of Maine, is nine years old, fifteen
ithout tlietn.
to proceed to St. Andrews, where, by the here ;• that they interposed, took it out of wpuld
hands high, of a chesnut colour, ears short 15,000Superior Russia Quills.
...........
*•
n them
j'-- !• /”
hit it—Z
paid' for
PAPER
HANGING
Nand
BORDERS.
treaty we were to open oqr commission.— the hands of the Commissioners and adjusted
bv S.L. OSBORN,* and pointed, joints well set, his head and
All
of
which
will
be
sold
at
prices
corres

With all the delays incident to such a voy it themselves. I well understood at the
neck gracefully put together, and his whole
Hing the s-anfev
i form a complete model of strength and agil
ponding to the scarcity of money, at
Sir Walter Scott is engaged in writing his
age, we arrived there and commenced on time of the application for del^y of our com
the 16th Sept. In adopting the survey taken mission what was the sentiment of the gov- own life, are hundred pages had been put in
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
ity.
CALEB KIMBALL.
{
emment
in
regard'to
it
and
had
the
British
■ by order of Benson, Howell and Barclay, the
type.
April 4.
Kennebunk, Jan. 2, 1829.
published
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paign ; he has formed a new corps of elite
cavalry. There is nothing new from the
army.*
Vienna, feb. 2.
We expect with lively impatience the
first news from Constantinople ; it ought to
bling the final answer of the Porte.
The Russian squadron in the Mediterra
nean has been augmented, so that it now
consists of nine vessels, of the line, six fri
gates, and a considerable number of vessels
of inferior rank.

rumored that the ulterior m easure—viz. for
Emancipation, will be first introduced into
the Lords, immediately after the first named
bill receives the royal assent. This course
is taken that no time may be lost, as ii^the
meanwhile it is supposed Mr. Peel may be
again returned to Parliament and be able to
take charge of the measure in the Commons.
French papers to Feb. 17 do not Contain a
syllable of news. They are wholly occupied
with details of a project of two laws, submit
ted to the Chambers.
Accounts from Terceira to Feb. 9 state
that the British cruisers had met and or
dered off the Portuguese refugees, who had
sailed from Plymouth for Terceira a short
time previous. Other vessels, having on
board Portuguese refugees, were also sent
back.
¿250,000 is estimated as the cost of repair
ing the Minister at York. A subscription
had been headed by the Archbishop with
522000.
The owner of the American trotting
horse, Tom Thumb,- Feb. 16th, received
52250 forfeit from a gentleman who betted
with him that he could not find a horse to
go fouv miles in harness in 13 minutes, for
¿2250 even ; in 12J minutes for 5C5OO to 250 ;
the performances of that horse on Sanbury
Common having decided him to pay the for
feit. A match was on hand in which that
horse would trot for £8,200.
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MATÆ ABTÏÜXiSS:

Quadrature of the Circle discovered.-^
This theorem, which has baffled the efforts
FROM, EUROPE.
Execution of Piratés.
of mathematicians from time immemorial
By the arrival at Boston of the ship Clema
We received last evening by the schooner has lately been discovered by Mr. Clean’
tis, Capt. Low, from Havre, papers to Feb.
Columbus, from St. Thomas, papers of that thes Feltt, a classical mathematical teacher
15, containing Paris dates to the 14th, have
place to the 28th ult. in one of which we find of this city, to be as capable of a demonstra
been received. No political or commercial
the execution of four pirates, viz. Andres de tion as the first problem of Euclid. When
intelligence of peculiar interest was brought
Marure, captain ; Mateo de Pazos, mate ; the diagram is presented to the eye, all for
by this arrival. The impression at Havre at
and two of the crew ; three, were sentenced mer difficulties seem to vanish ; and the
the time Capt. Low sailed, was that there
to work in irons during life, three for three demonstration, which-is very simple, leaves
would be another campaign between Russia
years, and others for two years ; those not not the least doubt on the mind. This dis
and Turkey, the efforts of the Allied Powers
found
guilty"»were set at large.—Tfie vessel covery will make a new era in mathematics
From the Dublin Register, Feb. 7.
for the restoration of peace having proved
in which this gang were captured was the and will prove not less useful to mankind
unavailing. We subjoin some translations
Departure of Mr. O'Connell.—Yesterday,
Danish sch’r New Ceres, originally from St. than the most important discovery that has
from the papers received.—Bos. Pat.
at two o’clock the member for Clare left
C. F.
Thomas, for Gibraltar, but proceeded to yet been made.
his house in a carriage and four for Eng
LONDON, FEB. 11.
Cuba, and procured a crew, and under the
Mr. Peel has, in a speech upon introducing land. His first intention was to have gone
The Bo
Colombian flag robbed an American ship,jL
a bill to suppress dangerous associations and by the route of Kingstown.—Not wishing
Boston schooner, &c. She was finally cap
especially the Catholic Associations in Ire that just at a period when some hopes of
tured by the Buenos Ayrean privateer Pres
land, gone into a full detail of the condition conciliation are held out, there should be
ident, capt. Clark, and her crew sent to St.
and state of that country. The law he pro any appearance even of triumph, Mr. O’
Thomas.
JY. Y. Enquirer.
poses to introduce vests the whole authority Connell particularly requested that3 the peo
ple
would
abstain
from
assembling.
Affec

in the Lord Lieutenant, to suppress any dan
The Pirate on the Florida Coast,
gerous meetings, with power of delegating tion for his person in this instance, however,
Capt. Houseman, of the wrecker sloop Sa
the like authority to two magistrates. It made the people not comply with his request.
rah when he discovered the piratical schoon1
also authorizes the prohibition of the receipt Great numbers began at an early hour to
er on the morning of March 8, inside the Reef
of contributions, under the name of Catholic collect. When Mr. O’Connell found this,he
off Key Tovernier, immediately got under
Rent, or any other name. Disobedience of changed his route, and proceeded to Howth,
weigh, proceeded towards and boarded her.
the law is to be punished with moderate pen from whence he embarked in the evening
He states, that he was commanded to run ,
alties. It is limited to one year and the ter for Holyhead. Mr. Dillon Bellew, Mr. O’
the schooner into the Gulf, and threatened
mination of the next succeeding session of Gorman, and several other gentlemen, ac
if she touched bottom he would be shot.
Parliament. The London Courier states, companied our great patriot in his carriage.
ST. PETERSBURG, FEB. 2.
that the proposition was unanimously adopt —Numbers of gentlemen will also leaye
According to an agreement made at the That he carried the schooner across, when
ed ; that the bill was forthwith introduced, Dublin to-morrow, and most of the Irish taking of Varna, the Harem and property of the Captain observed that, as his (Capt. H’s)
read once and a second reading ordered for Catholic Gentry, who are so situated that Jussuf Pacha, late commander, had been reg boat was better than his own, and that he
they can go, will, we are assu”ed before a ularly exchanged and sent to him at Odessa. wanted a few more men, he-would take him,
February 17.
Lord Winchelsea has published a procla week, be in London, aiding with their coun
By the late-sT accounts, both the Russian along. The wrecking schooner Thistle was
mation calling upon the protestants of Great tenance and advice, the Member for Ireland. and Turkish amies' were wholly inactive. then in pursuit, and learning from Capt. H.
Britain to resist the measures proposed on
Detachments of Cossacks traverse without that she was an armed schooner, the piratical
the subject of the Catholics, to save the
The Crown Lawyers, it is said, are unan opposition the country betwixt Bazargik and Captain determined to liberate him, pjaying
constitution and the church from the ruin imous in their opinion that there is.no ground '1 schernowod and also the Silistria road, $50 for his pilotage.
Capt. Houseman described the pirate tot
which threatens them. On the 10th there whatever to doubt, Mr. O’Connell’s ineligi with no f-ther obstacle than a detachment of
were an hundred petitions presented against bility to take his seat. Mr. Sugden in par 500 men in the Kamtschik on the road fi’om be a Baltimore built schooner, carrying a
emancipation and only six in favour. Mr. ticular is reported to have taken a learned Varna to Bourgas, The garrisons in the foretopsail and a long gun midship; but
O’Connel had arrived in London.
Dari and particularly luminous view of the sub Turkish fortresses on the Danube had be without a name on her stern, and manned
Gray had accepted the place of Lord" Privy ject, which leaves no doubt in the minds of come so reduced, that in order to strengthen with fifty persons : officersand men all Span
Seal. Mr. Banks had resigned as E. I. sec those to whom it has been submitted.
them the Porte, in mid winter, had sent iards. He could not learn the name of the
retary. Mr. Peel has resigned his seat in
Morn. Herald.
troops from Shumia to Widden, to Ruds- captain, but the latter reported his having
Parliament for the University of Oxford, in
chuk and Siiisti ia. Tchapan Oglou had ar left Havana the day before, bound to one of ,
consequence of the course he has been oblig
A correspondent of the Morning Herald rived from Anatolia with 10,000 men, chiefly the ports of the east end of Cuba. Her decks
were filled with fish, which indicated that
ed to take on the subject of the Catholic says, I have just now learned that Sir J. Scar Asiatic cavalry.
emancipation.
lett has given it as his opinion that there is
In Shumla, only a small garrison remains, she was a cruiser and had been fishing. One j
was
dressed in the
A great number of petitions against Cath no law to prevent the member for Clare part having been sent to Widden and the of the officers bn deck
We copy
notice
A
» -J,
i J the following rare
J
V
UUvIVt from
¡1 Uli J
olic emancipation had been presented in the from taking his seat in Parliament. My in remainder dispersed. In general the troops Mexican uniform,. Capt. H. concluded that the National Intelligencer of Tuesday lastshe
had
been
chasedinside
the
Reefs,
across
House of Lords Feb. 10. The Earl of Long formant says that he heard that learned .are in a very distressed state, as contrary to
advertisement extra.
'
ford, in presenting one signed by 17,000 gentleman say the contrary about three custom they have kept thé field during the from the Key Salt Bank, by the U. S. Cutter,’ “Her color not only comes and goes, but
Capt.
Jackson,
which
had
left
Key
West
a
persons, reproached the Duke of Welling weeks ago, but from the decided manner in autumn and even part of the winter. It ap
what is more, egad ! her maid can fetch and
ton with having concealed his sentiments which he has lately delivered his sentiments pears therefore quite impossible that the few days previously, in pursuit, and which carry it
and designs on the subject of the measures it is inferred that he has since considered the Turks will undertake any thing before the appeared a little after, off Key Tavernier, '
School for Scandal.
projected by the government, and with hav case more maturely. Sir J. Scarlett does Spring, the reports to the contrary notwith tacking to the northward and southward.
Picked up, on Saturday last, about 2 P, M.
ing taken Parliament by surprise. The Duke not however, declare any opinion respecting standing.
in Pennsylvania Avenue, not far from Gadsreplied that he had not made any mystery of the effect of the Speaker’s power, or privi
LISBON, FEB. 5.
Indian Outrage.—The Columbian Enqui by’s Hotel, a small tin box, containing A
his views, and that he had distinctly stated leges of the House. On this point he says,
rer,
Georgia,
states
that
on
the
26ch.
ult.
The
Duke
de
Cadavàl
has
been
appointed
LUMP OF BLUSHES, and a small piece
to their Lordships that he should not advo that to ascertain the law, without violating
cate the emancipation, until it should be pre any privilege, Mr. O’Connell should bring Minister of War ad interim? It is also an Mr. William Wells, proprietor of the public of cotton for laying them on. The fair own
house
at
Fort
Perry
on
the
old
federal
road,
nounced
that
Don
Miguel
was
able
to-d^iy,
er, who, perhaps, "hasgrown pale with re
sented as a measure of government. Since his action against the first officer of the
for the first time since ills recovery, to give was murdered by three or four Indians of gret for their loss may have them again, by
1810, he said* it should be recollected that no house that refuses him admission.”
the
Creek
nation,
who
became
intoxicated
audiance
in
the
palace
of
Bemposta
to
the
inquiring at this- office, proving property,
cabinet had been so formed as that the ques
numerous assemblage of persons, who on at his house. Mr. W. having refused to sell
tion could be adopted as a cabinet measure.
The Sunday Times says—“ Mrs. Wm. this occasion had the honor of paying their them more spirits they became aggravated, and paying charges.
The first thing then to do, was to form such Knyvette had deposited with Stephenson at
and to protect himself, Mr. W. sent his son
a cabinet, which it was perhaps unnecessary 5 per cent, interest, the whole of the money respects to His Majesty.
The Baltimore Patriot deprecates the atPatrols have been established to preserve after a musket. One of the Indians snatched tempts made to eject the venerable surveyor
toadd could not be effected—neitbercould the she had carefully saved previously to her
the
gun
from
his
son
’
s
hands,
and
discharged
order,
and
they
are
authorized
to
fire
upon
of the port of Baltimore,, now verging upon
question be placed upon a convenient footing, marriage. The poor woman who keeps the
the malefactors who resist them, as well as the contents into the body of Mr. W. who
without the consent of the King—which,
at St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, had, by. those who, detected in the commission of shortly after expired. 1 he son escaped af 80 years of age, from his office. He wishes
consent could not be obtained until within a gate
those, if any there be, who are engaged in
extreme parsimony, and as a nest egg for the robberies, do not surrcndei’ themselves at ter being severely beaten.
few days previous to the re-assembling of comforts
such a deed, to pause a moment and look
of old age, scraped together nearly
Parliament. He remarked in the outset, d£200, which, by accident, came to the once as prisoners.
upon the battle monument, and read the
PARIS, FEB. 13.
that he kad several times declared in the knowledge of Stephenson, when he prevailed
name
of James Donaldson Lowry, who left
Rat Hunting.—On the 20th ult. in clear
Francis H. Ègerton, Earl of Bridgewater, ing .out and taking up the floor of the smoke behind him his orphan children to the care
House,, that he earnestly desired to see the upon her to deposit the same in his hands
has just sunk under his long continued infirm
Catholic question adjusted.
for security. The old woman is now reduc ities. His Commentary on the Hippolytus house at the Washington hall, no less than of his aged father, the present surveyor of the
FARIS, FEB. 12.
eighty-five rats, mostly grown, were destroy port of Baltimore.—Bos. Pal.
ed to comparative begging.”
of Euripide and on the little Jeftof Sappho, ed—all of the wharf species.
The Duke de Montmartre, the Ambassa
[The old man has been removed—he com*
his valuabfo’liotes on the Literature of the
dor of His Majesty, has departed for St Pe
Rat catching in the West Jndies, we are mitted. the unpardonable sin of supporting
By the arrival at this port yesterday of East, his important works upon History and told,
te rsburgh.
is
a
source
of
considerable
revenue
to
Mr. Adams and nothing could save him.]
The Dey of Algiers has offered to treat the packet ship Boston, Capt. Mackay, in 43 bn England’s Navigation ; the thief title of the negroes;, On account of the depredations
with the French Consul at Tunis, who, in days from Liverpool, we have received our glory to the family of Bridgewater ; have ac ot these animals on the Sugar plantations, a
George Swearingen, who fled from Mary
consequence, asked the necessary instruc files of London papers to February 20, and a quired him a reputation throughout Europe. small pi erbium is offered for the head of land last fall for the murder of his wife, and
His fortune has probably been much exag each one destroyed : in addition to which
tions from his government, which have been Liverpool paper to February 21.
for whose apprehension the Governor of Ma
Boston Patriot, 6th inst.
gerated.
sent. But jt is questionable whether the
the skin brings something from the furriers ; ryland offered a reward of 500 dollars, was
PARIS, FEB. Ï5.
The most important intelligence by this arri
proposition of the Dey is for any other object
the bodies are neatly dressed and barbecu arrested at New-Orleans On the 16th of Fcbi
val is the excitement produced in England by ' The Councils which prevail in the Russian ed, and earned to the market place, where
than to gain time.
and taken before the Mayor of that city for
The Princess Royal of Sweden gave birth the discussion of the Catholic question. Pe Cabinet are worthy of a Prince who is the they sell readily at the rate of two or three examination. He appeared desperate, and
titions
for and against the proposed measures successor of the magnanimous Alexander. for a bit, or twelve and a half cents of our
to a son on the 21st of January last, to the
attempted to stab the officer who approach*
great joy of the royal family. He is to be of the Government were pouring into Parlia The Emperor Nicholas sincerely desires money. ’ A fat, cane fed rat, nicely barbecu- ed to arrest him. He had with him a loaded
ment, and the debates in both houses exhib peace, and the conditions which he requires edrissaidto be pretty good venison,
named Oscar.
rifle, a pistol and a large dagger. On his ex
ited a high state of excitement. Earl Win- are so moderate, that we take pleasure in
’"
’
LISBON, JAN. 31.
Macon
(.' Geo.)‘ Telegraph.
amination, he acknowledged his name to be
chelseahad
in
the
course
of
some
remarks,
doing them justice. The exectuion of the
Constant communications, are passing be
George Swearingen.
tween the cabinets at Lisbon and Madrid. February 13th, called for a dissolution of Treaty of Akerman by the Turks, will now
The editor of the Detroit Gazette, Mr.
Parliament
and
Earl
Grey
in
reply
is
said
to
suffice
to
bring
about
peace
betweem
Russia
There is a dead silence at Lisbon, since the.
John P. Sheldon, has been imprisoned for an
Canadian Giant.—A man is now exhibit
conduct of the English Government towards have pronounced his language “ indecent and the Porte. All that a journal says to alledged attempt of the Supreme Court of
ing himself at Montreal, (price 2s 6d, the
and
unconstitutional.
”
1
day
respecting
demands
of
indemnity
for
the Portuguese refugees is known. The
Michigan, in publishing some of its proceed sight) who is 6 feet 4 1-2inches high ; meas
present cairn is feared to portend a tempest.
There was a great Anti-Catholic meeting the expenses of the war, the repairs of the; ings. On the day aftei' his committal, a
The police have redoubled their vigilance at the Crown & Anchor tavern, London, fortresses occupied by the Russians, and on large meeting of Mr, Shelden’s friends as ures 6 feet 10 inches round the waist; 40and garrisons are kept constantly on the- a- Feb. 14. There was a scene of tremendous, the occupation of the conquered fortresses sembled and passed a series of spirited reso inches round the-ealf of the leg, and 3 feet
10 inches round the thigh. He is 63 years
lert. Don Miguel had so far recovered as confusion, the chairman left the chair, and and provinces, is wholly false,
lutions disapproving of the proceedings of of age, and weighs 619 lbs.. He is but little
nothing was done except adopting an amend
BRANDENBURG,FEB. 6,
to visit Lisbon.
the Court. The excitement spread, and on inferior in weight, tothe celebrated Daniel
Letters from Frankfort to February 8 and ment to a resolution offered, that the tithes
While the Three Great Powers are acting the 7th ult. three hundred citizens-assem
with the greatest #eal and unanimity in thè bled and partook of a public dinner in thejail, Lambert, and is said to be decidedly his su
9 give no interesting news from the East ; and not the Constitution were in danger.
The Duke of Sussex had said that the pacification of Greece, they are said to dif at which were addresses, toasts, songs, &c. perior in strength, as he has been known,
but they affirm that, notwithstanding the de
nials of the Austrian Observer, a négocia Minister should have his support on the sub fer very much in their views with respect to A subscription was afterwards taken up to without any apparent effort, to swing to and
tion for a loan has been concluded between ject of Catholic Emancipation.
the pacification of Turkey ; and, as a fourth pay the fine/ limiting the donation to 12^ fro, and ring, with one hand, a bell weighing
A‘Court circular of 20th Feb. announces Great Power has lately taken up the cause cents each.—A convention of the people of five cwt. He is about to visit the United
the Cabinet at Vienna & the house of Roths
that the King, of England enjoyed excellent of the Turks, it is very likely that a fifth the Territory was called to meet at Detroit, States.
child.
health.
Power will take part in the négociations. April 9; At an adjourned meeting of the
SMYRNA, JAN. 4.
One Wm. Campbell, having been asked
Great attentions continued to be paid to* Prussia is said to have made a very positive citizens, March 13-,. the money collected was
The Porte is occupied with great activity
declaration respecting the continuation of ordered to be put into the hands of the sher at Albany, on being sentenced to the state
in equipping a fleet which will be able in the young Queen of Portugal.
Mr. Peel is to be proposed again for re the war ; and there is a report that tile Em iff, and a committee appointed to visit Mr. prison for 7 yeiirs, for an attempt to kill, if
the spring to act efficiently, and- it expects
it will be able to do this by the aid of two or election to Parliament, as the representative peror will come this winter to Berlin. It is S. and convey him in a carriage to his resi he had aught trf say why sentence should
three thousand good sailors, which it will of the University of Oxford, which place he said that, instead of General Noslitz, Major- , dence. The territorial convention proposed, not be passed, arose evidently intoxicated,
receive from Egypt. Besides it will be able had very honourably resigned upon the General Voti Pfuel will go this year to the was postponed, as it would be attended at and addressed the Court and spectators.
by offering pay greater than that given in change in his views relative to the Catholic Russian head quarters.
this time with incon venience, and a committee Alter being sentenced, he poured forth a vol
the service of other powers, to collect at question. The Marquis of Chandos is talk
SMYRNA, DEC. 13.
of five gentlemen, was appointed
to draft ley of imprecations, abuse and profanity. In
Constantinople a number of European bailors, ed of as his competitor. The new election
The Russian squadron in the Mediterra a memorial to the President of the United the evening he attempted to poison himself
which would be sufficient to complete its na was fixed for February 26.
nean has just been reinforced by a ship of States, praying for the removal of the present by taking a large dbse of opium, which he
Mr. O’Connell has placed himself in the the line of 74 guns, and two frigates of the Judges of the Supreme Court of this territo had secreted for that purpose.
val armamentSi, This no doubt would foimn
a sufficient strength to. attack with advan hands of Mr, Brougham, Sir James Macin- first class, Sf^kÿit jt will now consist of nine ry, and for the- appointment* of such others
tage the Russian fleet, which is still in an im tosTi and Sir Francis Burdett, and is guided ships of the'liue, six frigates, and a number as may restore that public confidence so ne
The last cold weather drove the wild pi
perfect state. The flotilla of Tahir-Pacha as to taking, or not taking hisseat^by their of brigs and corvettes.
cessary to every judicial tribunal,, and which geons back into Georgia where the hunters
advice.
is at the Dardanelles, and there is reason-to
the present incumbents have so entirely for killed them in immense quantities. One
CONSTANTINOPLE, JAN. IT.
The Duke of Cumberland had expressed
believe that there may be an engagement
hunter sold $50 worth in Augusta, and salted
.
A Russian sloop of War had arrived from feited.”
himself decidedly against any further conces
down a barrel full at home !
betwixt it and the Russian squadron.
Sebastopol, with despatches from St. Peters
sions
to
the
Catholics,
and
it
was
expected
BERLIN, FEB. 3.
Charge o/v.—Yesterday forenoon,
when the subject came before the House of burg, and. had been sent back viith letters
Incredible reports are circulated at Con Lords,
Virginia.'—'I he elections of members of
containing the Sultan’s answer, which was an individual well know as a broker in this
he
would
make
a
speech
of
like
stantinople, particularly respecting offers of character to that made on a former occasion said to make known his wish of a pacifica city, was arrested on a charge of forging the Congress take place during the present
peace made by Russia which the Reis Effen by the Duke of York.
tion on the conditions he had repeatedly ex signature of Hon. H. G. Otis, the Mayor, to montn. All the late members are candidates
di had rejected, declaring that the négocia
pressed—that no concessions * of any kind a certificate setting forth that two notes, for re-election, except Messrs. Randolph and
A
petition
signed
by
upwards
ofone
hun

tions of Akerman had proved the difficulty dred of the most prominent members of the should be required of him. There was no amounting to about $1150, held by Mr. Otis Floyd.
of négociation with Russia. These reports
bar was about to be presented to hope of obtaining his formal assent to the against the individual, had been paid. After
had probably grown out of certain confer 'English
Is your father a Catholic ? said a young
Parliament in favor of the Catholic claims. independence of Greece, but it was believed a short examination before the Police Court,
ences between M.de Hubsch, Danish-envoy No
counter-petition was to be presented. that he will not, during his reign, seek to he was required to give bail in the sum of man in this city a day or two since to a little
and the Porte on the subject of peace.
Irish
boy. No, answered Pat, he is a shoe
The British 'Trader says the Duke of Wel disturb the 'order of things established in $3000 for .his appearance before the same
ST, PETERSBURG-, JAN. 20..
Boston Pat.
lington calculates. on the support of a majori- Greece by the three allied powers. The Court on Tuesday next, for further examina maker. .
The-preparations for the next campaign ity of forty votes in-the Peers on the Catho Sultan was still in the camp of Ramiz-Chift- tions in default of which he was committed
Stiici.de.—Mr. Alden Clark, a respectable
are immense and the whole army is in mo lic Emancipation Bill. No ministerial resig lick, where he was chiefly spending, his time to prison.-— Bos. Pat,, of 4th inst.
inhabitant of MoretOwn, Vt. aged 59 hung
tion. The Emperor Nicholas i-s soon to quit nation has been tendered, except that of Mr. in shooting. There was no immediate pros
himself on the 19th ult.—He had been suc
St. Petersburgh to-inspect all the corps ; he Bankes, Secretary of the Board of Control. pect of his removing his quarters nearer to
Mr. Livingston.—The name of this gen cessful in business for 8 or 9 years past, and
is to go th rough the ceremony of the coro His vehemence against emancipation is ac the scene of next spring’s probable operations.
nation, before departing for the next cam counted for, from his having a son, who
The business operations at Smyrna were tleman having beeni mentioned in connexion no cause could be assigned for the act.
paign. The greatest activity prevails at the holds four Church preferments, valued'at almost entirely interrupted in consequence with the mission to France, it is now said
that he is under a pledge to the Legislature
maratime department and there is talk of an ¿22600'.
A free colored man in Baltimore, named
' of all the camels being put in requisition for of Louisiana, not to accept of any appoint
alliance withthe United States of America.
Ralph Smallwood, died on the 2-lst ult.
In the bills to be proposed on the subject 1the transport of wheat to the capital.—The
ment
while
he
holds
the
office
of
Senator,
to
from the combined effects of intemperaneei;
blockade of the ^Dardanelles was
BUCHAREST, JAN. 25.
of the Catholic claims, there is provision Russian
:
which he has lately been appointed.
and exposure to the weather.
The news from Constantinople is very pa that the clergy shall'be paidmot by the state, kept up with little vigor.
cific; it is hoped that* the Allied Powers but by the professors of the Catholic faith.
Superstition,
—
Among
the
advertisements
will induce the-Porte to acknowledge the in-" T'he bill for the suppression of Dangerous
A large bear was shot in a cave in Duxbu
Rio d‘e la Plata.— A letter received at in a late London paper, is the following
dependence of Greece; The 'I'urks have Associations passed the Commons Feb. 17, New-York,
under date of Rio, February 12, “ A child’s caul to be sold—application to ry, Vt. by a party after five days pursuit, and’
•
exacted as a condition of the exchiist’e of and was forthwith conveyed to the Lords and represents
drawn from his den by hooks.* Bruin re
i
the state of affairs deplorably bad,
prisoners, the surrender of Jussuf Pacha.— there read a first time and ordered to a- se- “' the country involved in a civil war, the be made 26 Dean-st—price fifteen guineas.” ceived five shots in his head and two in the
Our
wooden
nutmeg
boys
would
soon,
manu

The Grand Seignor pushes with constant ac cond reading on the 19th, when the Lords Government
body, says the Vermont paper, before ho
’
having declared hostilities a- facture cauls, if they bring such a price.
tivity the preparations. for the ne,xt cam- were to be specially summoned. It is also gainst
capitulated. This is something like the ca|
Santa)Fe„one of. its interior provinces.”
JV*. Y. Enquirer,
.pitulation of a ci tv when taken.bv storm.
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was said to be stationed neat the Colorado^
(Keys.) From information given to the com
mander, at a late hour of the night, on the
23d uit. he was enabled on the succeeding
day to find the above piratical vessel—and
preparing himself for action bore down up
on her, having in company two barges. On
approaching her, however, she was found
deserted. Two dead bodies lay on deck
near the pivot gun, and three more floated
alongside the vessel; the deck was strewed
with blood, which had been so abundant as
to run out through the scupple holes. From
this circumstance, the officer of the Spanish
schr. conjectures that the Pirates had fought
and destroyed one another. They had pre
viously robbed a brig and stranded her off
Cape Antonio.”
It is also said, that the impression at Ha
vana was that .the pirates of the above vessel
had been all executed immediately after
their capture by the Spanish schr. of war,
under an apprehension, that if the prisoners
had been taken to Havana, they would have
escaped, or had their punishment mitigated.
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Commissioner’s Notice.

PB.O3ATE 5NTOTICÏ3S.

At a dourt, of Probate holden at Kennebunk
within and Jor thé County of York, on the
first Monday ofAprfl, in the year of our
Lord, eighteen hundred and twenty-ninei
by the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES^
Judge of said Court :
N the petition of Chàrlès Swâseÿ<
administrator of the estate of Asa Swasey, late of Milton, in the county of Strafford,
and State of Nèw-Hampshire, deceased,
representing that the personal estate df said
deceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts
which he owed at the time of his death by
the sum of three thousand four hundred and
forty-one dollars and sixty cëhts, and pray
ing for a license to sell and convey so much
of the real estate Of said deceased as may be
necessary for the payment df said debts and
incidental charges ;
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased^
and to all persons intel’ested in said estate^
by causing a^c.opy of this order to be publish
ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed hi
Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
cessively that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be holden at Berwick, in said coun
ty, on thé first Monday in May next; at ten
of the cldck in the forenoon, and shew cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said pe
tition should not be granted.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen; Register.
A true copy—Attest, .
Wm. Cutter Allen, Registeri
April 11.

HE Subscribers having been appointed At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
by the Hon. William A. Hayes,
Judge of Probate for the county of York,within and for the County of York, on
the first Monday of April, in thè year
Commissioners to examine the claims of
Hancock
Washington District.—
of our Lord eighteen hundred and
creditors, to the estate of
The Belfast Journal publishes the result
JACOB EMEBY,
twenty-mne, by the Honourable WILL
late of Kennebunk, in said County, mariner,
of the votes for Representative to Congress,
IAM A. YLNYYS, Judge of said Coiirt:
deceased, represented insolvent, hereby give ON the petition of Joseph Wears, Jr. and
in 4ff towns and plantations in this District,
public notice, that six months from the sixth
John Norton, executors of the estate
which is as follows : Dearie 762, Upton 758,
of April, instant, are allowed said creditors of Samuel Morton, late of York, in said coun
to bring in and prove their claims, and that ty, deceased, representing that the personal
Kss useful to m ' Jarvis 759, Hathaway 685, O’Brien 508,
°Hant discovery S Morrill 293, Scattering 58. About 15 small
we shall attend that service at the Store of estate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay
Silas Moody, in Kennebunk-port, on the the just debts which he owed at the time of
______ *
C,[ towns and plantations remain to be heard
last Monday of the present month, and on his death by the sum of six hundred and
from.
the first Mondays of the five following months eighty-eight dollars and forty-seven-cents,
at one o’clock in the afternoon of each day.
and praying for a license to sell and convey
" Llock 111 the |
GEORGE WHEELWRIGHT, 7 Commis- so much of the real estate of, said deceased,
Kenrebec District .—Returns of votes
SILAS
MOODY,
5
sloners.
as may be necessary for the payment of said
for member of Congress for this District have
SHaW,-)
April 18.
debts and incidental charges :
t\V.
ir Conroy been received from 31 towns, which give
ORDERED —That the petitioners give no
bruarv 26/^9 ’ Williams 1892—Evans 1439—Robinson 597
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
—Boutelle 158—Southwick 149—Cutler 76—
to all persiwis interested in said estate, by
AKEN on Execution and will be sold at causing a copy of this order to be published
Smith 76—Scattering 94. Three towns only
suliscribers ‘'IPvi*ai
Public Auction, on Monday, the in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
The following persons went passengers in
^.hytbeCo»,/;1 1 are to b<j heard from.
nebunk, in said county, three weeks success
18th day of May next, at two o*clock in the
the Boston and Liverpool packet ship Dover, afternoon, at the House of Peter Frost, ively, that they may appear at a Probate
Connecticut.—The election of Repre Capt. Bursley, which sailed yesterday
Court to be holden at Berwick, in said
Innholder, in Waterborough
sentatives to Congress and State Officers Mr. Henry Timmins, lady, two children, and
ALL the right in equity which Ruel county, on the first Monday in May next, at
servant ; Rev. Henry Ware jr. and lady ; Wright, of said Waterborough, has to re ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
SMiTR'’ took place in Connecticut on Monday the 6th Mr. William Rollins, lady, and servant ;
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
,hek inst. The friends of the late administration Miss Bulley ; Miss Mary " Francis ; Mrs. deem a lot of land in Waterborough afore said petition should not be granted.
dC£tased,rep4-PsPJ succeeded in electing their candidates by Wainwright; Miss Wainwright; Mr. John said with the buildings on the same, being Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the same real estate on which the said Ruel
?l.ve notice that^l
A true copy—Attest,
triumphant majorities. The Representa- Hart, and servant ; Mr. Stephen Bartlett, & Wright now lives, and the sRvjie which he
fourteen in the steerage.—Bos. Pat.of 2d inst. purchased of Doct. C. K. ConanV Said estate
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the next Congress are Messrs. R. 1.
April 11.__________________
is
under
the
i.ncumlu
’
auc,e
4
X
to
At à. Court of Probate held at Kenne
Ingersoll, Noyes Barber, Ebenezer Young,
Samuel Andrews, of Bridgton, ’for about At a Cburt of Probate, holden at Kennebunk,
ïzz'ioaNaax.
bunk within and for the County of
Wm. L. Storrs, and J. W, H-emtltrgton.—Goy.
two hundred and three dollars. Conditions
within and far the county of York, on
York, on the fifst Monday of Aprif
MARRIED—In North-Carolina, Mr. Ba at Sale.
Tomlinson is re-elected without opposition,
the first Monday of April, in the year of
ker, a U. S. Pensioner, aged 70, to Miss Re
BENJA. J. HERRICK, Dept. Sheriff.
in the year of our Lord eighteen hun
and
both branches of the next State Legisla- -------------------------------------.
Alfred, April 10, 1829.
becca Harris, aged 49 ; Don’t be alarmed
our Lord eighteen hundred and twentydred and twenty nine, by the Honoura?
Mim HKiHT( ( turewill contain decided majorities of the ‘ Uncle Sam,’ pensions are not hereditary.
nine, by the Honourable WILLIAM A.
è/e WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
'ick. Marehgj'm supporters of Mr. Adams.
At Nussecrabad, (in the East Indies,) on
HAYES, Judge of said Court !
the 21st of June last, Capt. James Glencairn
of said Court :
N
the
petition
of
H
enry
H
aggens
,
of
N “Reform.”—Nathaniel Mitchell Burns, sou to the Poet, Assistant Commissa
HSnHE Inhabitants of the town of KenneBoston, in the county of Suffolk, and IT OVE KEaY; named Executor in a cer| has been appointed Post-Master of Portland, ry General, to Miss Breckett.
Ja_J
tain instrument purporting to be the
8 bunk, and others liable to be assessed
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, represent

therein, are hereby notified to make and ing that he is seized as an heir with others of last will and testament of Love Keay, late
ived by
" i in place of Doct. Nathaniel Low, removed
bring in to the undersigned. Assessors of said the real estate whereof Edmund Haggens, of Berwick, in said county, yeoman, deceas
OBXWARY<OUGH, BODWED
town, true and perfect lists of their Polls, late of South-Berwick, in the county of York, ed, having presented the same for probate : '
5 Hhds. W. I Rm Newspapers.—We have received the
ORDÈRED,—-That the said executdr
and of their Estates both real and personal,
5 “ St. (wi first number of the “ Kennebec Courier, and
DIED—In Waterborough, 29th ult. Mr. which they may be possessed of off the first and State of Maine, died seized and possess give notice to all persons interested, by
ed,
and
praying
for
a
division
of
said
estate
causing a copy of this order to be published
¡lowing rare notice I, Genius of Temperance,” published at Gar- Joseph Pike, aged 91.
day of May next.
among the heirs to the same :
In Portland, 9th inst. Robert Illsley, Esq.
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk.
hgencer of luesdayk ffiner.—Rev. P. Crandall, Editor and
And the undersigned will be in session at
ORDERED,
—
That
the
petitioner
give
late Post-Master pf that town, aged 56.
the Selectmen’s Office, on Monday the 4th notice thereof to all persons interested in Gazette, printed at Kennebunk,- that they
'b.MENT EXTRA; proprietor—Charles Dingley, Printer.—
In Boston, after a brief illness, John Gor day of May and the five following days, for
said estate, by causing a copy of this order may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
d ! IwrTaid can® The first «umber of “ The Maine Farmer 8c ham, M. D. an e»inent physician of that ci the purpose of receiving said lists.
to be published in the Kennebunk Gazette, Berwick, in said county, dn the first Mdiity,
universally
respected
and
lamented.
J Political Register ;” published at Belfast by
printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three day of May nëxt, at ten bf the cldck in the
EDWARD E. BOURNE,
weeks successively, and also in the Indepen forenoon^ and shew cailse, if any they have^
School fouSqm Messrs. Bond 8c Palmer, was issued last
JAMES TITCOMB,
>Assessors.
CONCORD, APRIL. 11.
dent Chronicle and Boston Patriot, printed why the said instrument should not be prov
TOBIAS WALKER,
S
iturday last, about week.—Henry Knox Baker, of Hallowell,
in said Boston, three weeks successively, ed, approved, and allowed as the last will
“ In the midst oflife we are in death.**
Kennebunk, April 18, 1829.
venue, not far from (j; proposes publishing in that town, an indethat they may appear at a Probate Court to and testament of the said deceased.
Yesterday afternoon the Hon. Ezekiel
box, containin’ pendent newspaper, to be entitled the“ Ken- Webster, of Boscawen, while addressing
be holden at Berwick, in said county on the’ Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen^ Register,
[bHES, and asiualh
>>
first Monday in May next, at ten of the
A true Copy—attest
the Jury of the Court of Common Pleas,now
g them on. The fairs
•
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause if any
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
sitting
in,this
town,
with
even
more
than
his
has grown pale witi
Hf5HE Farmin KItterV, com- they have, why the prayer of said petition
usual force and eloquence—was arrested by
April 11
___ them B
may have
a^sowdoin College.—We learn from the
should
not
be
granted.
8
moult
7
called
the
WHIPthe hand of death. Without a momentary
office, proving fir^ Catalogue of the Officers and Students of appearance of illness, he fell upon the, floor,
iiillsHl PDE FARM, containing one Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register. \t a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
_____________ Bowdoin College, that the whole number of
A true copy—attest,
hundred sixty twij acres.
and never moved again. Several Physicians
within and for the county of York, on thé
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
PaTriTdenrecatestb $tudenta in that Institution is 206-; viz:- were in the Court House, but medical aid
This Farm is situated upon the Piscataqua
sixth day bf Aprif in the year of our
April 11.
_______________
______ ,
xtlheve^Sli Medical Students, 99-Seniors 29-Juniors could not reach him. He is gone. The Bar River, opposite the Navy Yard, and should a
Lord eighteenhundred and twenty-nine, by
has lost its ornament, and New-Hampshire Dry Dock be made there, would greatly
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
imore,, now verging 21—Sophomores 22—Freshmen 35.
the lionourableYJXUARKl A. HAYES;
one of her favourite sons.—Reg.
increase in value.
>m his office. He n
----------within and Jor the County of York, on the
Judge of said Court :
ALFRED
W.
HAVEN.
UM Timm
be, who are engage« Rev. Elisha Bacon will be Installed over
fifst Monday of April, in the year of
Portsmouth, April 11.
i2m.
ICHARD BOOTHBY, named Execu
SHIP NEWS
tor in à certain instrument purpoi ting
the Congregational Church and Society in
our Lord eighteen hundred and twentyto be the last will and testament df Samuel
nine, by the Honourable WILLIAM A.
Dn aid son Lowry, Sanford, on Wednesday, the sixth day of
KENNEBUNK, APRIL 18.
Bootfiby, late of Kennebunk, in said county;
HAYES, Judge of said Court:
phau children to thei May next,
yeoman, deceased, having presented the
-------------------Mf-ARY
BRADBURY,
widow,
and
a
legthe present surveyort
—
same for probate :
MEMORANDA.
JAMES K. REMICII,
XTjI. atee in a certain instrument pur—Bos. Pal.
A letter from Washington, April 10, pubORDERED,—That the Said executor;
S
aco, April 10.—4 r.. sch, Speed«, Gray,
porting
to
be
the
last
will
and
teetament
of
3
SUS
sAxkJ
as been removed-h^ lished in the U. S. Gazette, states th’d John, Boston;* ^Sailed; 13th; sell. Eagle, Benson,
give ndttceto all persons interested, by caus
Jabez
Bradbury,
late
of
Buxton,
in
said
coun

donable sin of sop/ P. Decatur had been appointed Collector of
1 ill O ¿fl ROLLS Paper Hangings and ty, yeoman, deceased, having presented the ing a dopy of this order to be published three
□thing could save him,| Portsmouth, in the room of Timothy Upham, Boston ; 14th, sah. Maine, Smith, do.
JL V W Borders-r-sortie of which are
weeks successively iti the Kennebunk Ga
__
and Judge Thruston, of Kentucky, Collector
Ar. at Liverpool, February 28, brig Po elegant patterns—and will be sold Cheaper same for probate:
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
ORDERED,
—
That
the
said
Mary,
give
>gen, whoftrffr».*, efKey West, in the room of William Pmk- mona, Bettis, of this port, Mobile 26th Dec. than ever before offered in thii vicinity.
appear at a Probate Court tube held at Ken
notice to all persons interested, by caus nebunk, in said county, on the first Monday
w miirder of hb wit- ney. The writer also states that Gen. John
April 18.
[The
vessel
mentioned
in
our
last,
as
ing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
msiontheGovernorol! F'Boyd is to hc Naval Offieer of NewA ork,
of August next, at ten of the clock in the fore
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
-ward of 500 dollars? but this is thought to be a mistake, it ispiob- having been seen by Capt. Thayer, of the
Gazette,
printed
at
Kennebunk,
that
they
*»ly Bostoj.^ Mr. Van B^n and Mr. Barry brig Tariff, of Portland, a wreck and desert
the said instrument should not be proved, ap
ST. CROIX RV.M.
ed, with “ Pomona" on her stern, proves to
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
FEW Hhds. prime St. Croix Rum, for Berwick, in said county, on the first Monday proved, and allowed as the last will and tes
:he Mayor of that tii; are said to have taken ground against the have been the herm, brig Pomoba, of New
" proscription system—the latter is reported
Sale by the Subscribers. Also—A of May next, at ten of the clock in the fore tament of the said deceased.
■ appeared desperate,’ to have declared his intention to make no port, which sailed from St. Johns, E. F. on
Wm. Cutter ALleït, Register.
few Bbls. Am. Gin.
the officer who appro? changes but such as have a reference to the the 9th Feb. last, for New-York. She had
noon, and shew cause; if any they have, why
A trite copy—Attest,
PALMER & MILLER.
He had with him a fa public interest—refusing to recognize the been previously fallen in with by the Para
the ¡said instrument should not be proved,
. Wm. Cutter ALlen, Register.
April 18.
nMSbs-Guthori/orthe
approved, and allowed as the last will and
5'. Jackin•
_r..™z ’’&enWPo
Committee gon, ófNew-Yórk and theCapt. and crew
April Ü.
testament
of
the
said
deceased.
nowK-ageu ms naiuci. to ¿¡
rt.ate the
tfre bourse
to be
be pursued
nursued n
dictate
course to
in his de taken off.]
en.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
partment. Ingham, Secretary of the Treas
At a Court of Probdte holden at Kenne
At Guyama, 18th ult. brigs Clarrissa, Em
A true copy—Attest,
ury, is up to the hub for the proscription sys- ery, of this port, for Boston, loading; Will
bunk, within and for the County of
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
»
Register,
Essex Reg.
i.—A man rs now enl tern,
iam, Walker, do. 10.
April 11._____________________
,
York, on the first Monday ofApril, in
ontreal, (price 2« (¡tf
At Trinidad, Cuba, 22d ult. brig Byron, TF1ROM the Subscriber, on the 15th inst.
k
an indented apprentice, named Thom At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
t 4 I-ST inches higji^
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred
Gen. Harrison,our Minister to Colombia, loading for north of Europe.
uches/ound the waist1 arrived at Bogota on the 5th Feb, and pre
Ar. at Liverpool, 28th Feb. brig Plato, as Matthews, aged about 16 years. All
within and for the County of York, on " and twenty nine, by the Honourable
persons are hereby forbid harbouring or
ralfof the leg, and Ji sented his credentials on the 7th.
Davis, Charleston.
WILLIAM A. HAYTES, Judge of
the sixth day of April, in the year of our
trusting
him
on
my
account
as
I
will
pay
no
he thigh. He is 65 f
At Yamna, P. R. about 8th ult. brig Leo, i
debts of his contracting.
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-nine,
said Court :
s 619 lbs.- He is bull
Gould,
of
this
port
loading
for
Boston.
Appointments by the President,
LEVI P. HILLARD.
N the petition of Elizabeth Storër,
t, to the celebrated h
by the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES,
George
M.
Dallas
to
be
Attorney
of
the
At
Norfolk,
5th
inst.
sch.
Dauphin,
Kennebunk,
April
18,
1829.
aid to be decidedly to
administratrix of the estate of Johri
Judge of said Court:
U.
States
for
the
District
of
Pennsylvania,
Hough,'from
East
River
for
Saco.
Storer, late of Wells, in said county, deceas
, as he has been to
OLOMON DROWN, named Executor
vice
C.
J.
Ingersoll,
removed.
Arrived
at
Petersburg!!,
1st
inst;
ship
Mor
ed,
representing
that the personal estate of
rent effort, to swing J William Duncan to be Surveyor of the
in a certain instrument purporting fed be
said
i one hand, a bell weif. Revenue for the Port of Philadelphia, vice decai, Redman of Saco, from Portland.
the last will and testament of Aaron Drown
; deceased is not sufficiént to pay the just
E the Subscribers having been ap late of Lyman, in said county, Yeoman, de debts which he owed at the time of his death
about to visit- the U
SÍOKEN.
James Glentworth# removed.
pointed by the Court of Probate, for ceased, having presented the same for pro by thfc sum of twenty-five hundred and forty
31st
ult.
lat;
35,
long.
61,
ship
Peru,
Cole,
of
David Henshaw to be Collector of the
five dollars and seventy-seven cents, and
the County of York, Commissioners tobate
re :
Sato,
14
days
from
Mobile
for
Liverpool.
^Revenue for the Port of Boston, vice Henry
Jan. 27th, lat 50, Ion 8, York, from Liver ceive and examine the claims of creditors to
ORDERED,—That the said executor praying for a license to sell and convey so’
ipbell, having been a; A. S. Dearborn, removed.
the estate bf
ng sentenced to thei Lemuel Williams to be Collector of the pool, for New York.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus much of the real estate of said deceased as
STEPHEN ANNIS, Jit.
,, for an attempt to ■ Hi Revenue for the Port of New-Bedford, vice
ing a copy of this order to be published three may be necessary for the payment of stid
j say why sentenced' Francis Bavlies, who declined accepting the
Arrived at York, 10th inst. schr. Alert, late bf Wells, in the county aforesaid, Mar weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga debts and incidental charges :
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
In lat 35, long. iner, deceased, represented insolvent; do zette; printed at Kennebunk, that they may
•ose • evidently into»#! office vacated by the removal of Russell Donnell, from St. Domingo.
le Court and spectai‘ Freeman.
69, saw brig Munroe of Boston, with loss of hereby give notice that six months are al appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ber tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
all persons interested, in said estate by
need, he poured forth»'
sails and spars—hád been on her beam ends lowed sbid creditors to bring in and prove wick, in said county, on the first Monday of to
May next, at ten of the clotk in the forenoon, causing a copy 'bf this order to be published
their
claims,
and
that
we
shall
attend
that
and
when
righted
had
five
feet
Water
in
her
ns, abuse and profanity
We learn that the following appointments
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
tempted to poison ® have been made by the Collector of the Cus hold—but one pump, would then keep her service at the Store of William Gooch, in said and shew cause, if any they have, why the nebunk, in said county, three weeks succësd&se of opium, w toms for the Port of PhiladelphiaJohn free—blowing heavy, could not ascertain Wells, on the first Monday in May next and said instrument should not be proved, ap . sively that they may appear at a Probate
on the first Mondays of the &ve following proved, and allowed as the last will and tes
that purpose.
Kern, to be Deputy Collector; Lydia R. whether she was in want of provisions or not. months from two to five o’clock, P. M.
Coiirt to.be holden at Berwick, in said county;
tament of the said deceased.
Bailey, to be printer and stationer to the Cus 10th inst. spoke brig Erie, 3 days out for Ma
on the first Monday in Maj7 next, at teri of
JOHN RANKIN,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg’r.
tanzas, all well.”
veather drove the * tom House, vice John Binns removed.
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
WILLIAM GOOCH.
A true copy—attest,
\
Phil. Sen,
Georgia where the lw
any they have, why the prayet of Said peti
Wells, April 8, 1829.
The brig Ospray/óf this port, cast away
Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg’r.
immense quantities. (
tion should hot be allowed.
on Fisher’s Island, a few weeks ago, has been
April 11.__________________ ___
zorth in Augusta, and»
Attest, Wm.Cutter Allen, Register.
THE PIRATES.
got off and was towed into New-London 7tn
A true copy—JtTest,
Clapboards
aptd
Shingles.
1 at home!
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Kennebunk^
CHARLESTON, APRIL 2.
inst.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
within and for the County of York, on
By the brig Gem Gadsden, arrived this day
PRIME first quality Clapboards and
April 11.
’
e elections of luembop from Havana, we received a file of the “ No
Shingles, for Sale by
the first Monday of April, in the year of
place during theg ticioso Mercantil,” to-the 25th of March, and
PALMER & MILLER.
our Lprd eighteen hundred and twenty- At a Court of Probate holden at RoUth-Berite members are canj the following letter from our Correspondent
April 11, 1829.
wick, within and for the County of York,
nine j by the Honourable WILLIAM A.
^cept Messrs.-Randolph giving the pleasing information of the capt
convenient Dwelling House
on the first Monday in February in the
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
ure of a piratical vessel, with a large crew.
and Store advantageously
OHN T1BBETS, named Executor in a
yea^ of ourLord eighteen hundred and
The letter is dated, Havana, March 23 ;
situated at Sanford corner to aca Catholic?
J
certain instrument purporting to be the
“ The Eng. brig Nancy, Pierce, arrived
twenty-nine, by the Hon. WILLIAM A.
i day or two since t to-day from Guernsey, in 49 days. Capt. ______ __ commodate a Country Trader,
last will and testament of Ichabojd Tibbets, HAYES, Judge of said Court:
.nsweredPat.he<S Pierce was boarded, oil the 18th inst. by a being the same premises which were owned WILL re-commence her school, in this late of Berwick, in said county, Yeoman,
N the petition of Hannah Emery, wid
Village, for the instruction ot Young deceased; having presented the same for
Lieutenant from H. B. M. brig of war Victor, and improved by Moses Morrill, late of said
ow of Jacob Emery, late of Kenne
probate:
in lat 20 20, Ion 82,. who told him the brig Sanford. A liberal credit will be given on Ladies, on Tuesday, the 21st of April next.
bunk, deceased, praying for an allowance out
Kennebunk, 7th Feb., 1829.
ORDERED,—That the said executor give
AltoClati.» «W had captured a Pirate, and had the prisoners good securities. For further particulars en
notice to all persons interested, by causing a of the personal estate of Said Jacob :
on board—was bound to Jamaica with them, quire at the Store of Dahl el Wise Sc Co. in
retown, Vt. aged
ORDERED,—That the petitioner give
NOTICE.
copy of this order to be published three
Sth ult—HehadW to deliver them -up to Adml. Fleming, and Kennebunk, or of the subscriber at Kenne
notice thereof to all persons interested in
bunk-1
oit.
GEQ
WHEELWRIGHTj
weeks
successively
in
the
Kennebunk
Ga

that
they
had
been
obliged
to
hang
several
s for 8 or 9 years p»
said estate, by causing a copy of this order
LL persons that have landed logs in the zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may to be published in the Kennebunk Gazette,
: assigned for the a* of them, for attempting to take possession of Guardian to HANNAH C. MORRILL,
appear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
held
at
the brig. The officer likewise said, they
highway near the saw-mill-are notified
owner of said premises.
Berwick, in said county, on the first Monday printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three
tnaTta Baltimore.* had got information of four other piratical
to reffiove them immediately.
April 15, 1829.
of
May next, at ten of the clock in the fore weeks successively that they may appear at
vessels
which
had
been
cruizing
off
Cape
RALPH
CURTIS,
Surveyor.
>d, died on the
noon,
and shew cause, if any they have,, why a Probate Court to be holden at Kennebunk,
Antonio,
and
warned
him
to
give
the
Cape
Kennebunk,
April
11,
1829.
ed effects of intemp®
the said instrument should not be proved, ap in said county, on the first Monday in August
a
wide
birth.
The
Capt.
of
the
Nancy
did
•
NEW
E.
SUM
;he weather.
proved, and allowed as the last will and tes next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
not ask how many7 there- were taken, but sup (OiF the first quality,—ALSO Retailing
shew cause, if any they have, why the pray
tament of the said deceased.
-as shot in a Gavetojj' poses there must have been at least 80 or 100
er of said petition should not be granted.
Molasses Sc Salseratus, constantly on
Attest, Wm. Ci&ter Allen, Reg’r.
as the crew of the brig of war was 110. She hand at the Kennebunk-Port Distillery and
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
- - J,
JUST received a Lot of first quality Phil\attCh? hooks ‘ Broi’ is an -18 gunbrig;
A true copy—attest.
A true copy—Attest,
terms Vw
P adelphia Mill Saws bv
den. by b °|s j ¡„
An
An Havana
Havanapai
paper of 27th states “ that the for sale on the most favourable
W
m
.
G
utter
A
lixn
,
Register,
J. G. PERKINS.
Wm, Cutter Allen, Register.
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in his head ¿nor befort Spanish armed schr. Habanera,
----------- -- had
---- been
■; April IL /
' April IL
Kennebunk-Port, April 16,1829.
April 11, 1829,
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is is something
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age enough to cross the bridge a sec scend to the level ground, yet they lin- ers stayed their steps, made .two or and they soon made her . birth an
ond time with him. The enemy, when gered to devour the green pods, while three feeble attempts to regain their comfortable one.
the two had got upon the other side, Church and the others were securing a first
1
impetuous motion, and finally turn-, The
A canoe however came ww«,
ashore, oct
but
and were just lifting the poor wretch safe station behind the storie wall a lit- <ed in dismay towards the woods. This j .it was
only large enough
beartwoat^
.......
___ to__
...
from the ground, his breast drilled tie further on. The humming of slugs repulse induced those of the tribe who I*time, so that when two had rowed them,
pL. XX.
through and through with bullet holes in the air directly over their heads, had kept concealed, to think that there tselves aboard they were obliged to sep
—came out from their hiding places soon started these in the rear, who were more Englishmen than they had Ithe boat adrift a second time, and in
and fired at them some five or six times rushed down the bank where their com counted, and-influenced by this belief, this
l
way the whole company got off
Strwnebtt
as coolly as at a pair of targets. The panions were and tumbled in a heap, they retained their positions, and after a iunder cover of a vigorous fire from the
shot rained round them like hail, and over the hedge, head over heels, with little pause, resumed their plan of aim- isloop’s crew.
JAMES 1
yet they could not get the troops upon their hats full of peas.
ing at every loop-hole they could per
Church was the last to go on board I
^OSITE
THI
From the American Parmer.
the other side to make a single sally, or
“ There is one man missing,” said ceive in the loose parapet which had so 1but remembering that he had thrown1
*1 U-w
even the show of an attempt to cover Church.
long withstood their attack.
< down his hat and cutlass at the spring
THE FARMER.
paid Wftthe yec
their retreat.
“ No,—here I be,” said Jo Ham
The whites, whose nerves were ihe swore that he would never leav'e tied Incept at the <
In all pursuits by man invented,
The Almighty have mercy on us, mond, blundering upon them with his strung to the highest pitch, now breath- ithem as trophies, and accordingly, p^.
E The Ploughman is the best contented :
anti) all arrearages
His calling’s good, his profits high,
Gill, if such a handful of Indians are breeches half torn off, as if shot out of ed fiercely and looked at each other 1ting all the powder he had into his gun,
'fj P publisher t
And on his labors all rely.
thus td dare an army of Englishmen 1 a catapult, and raking up the earth, with with a kind of ghastly smile, but with- Ihe went boldly to the brook, brought
Mechanics all by him are fed—
□kWany ei
Let us make good our escape from this his knees to the depth of five or six in out speaking.—-Abandoning, however, <off the articles he had forgotten, and! Mid the amount
Of him the merchants seek their bread ;
His hands give meat to every thing,
place, for the atmosphere grows ches, while his mouth was crammed all hopes of resisting long the horde lthen discharged his gun at the enemy,
Up from the beggar to the king.
warm.”
with the newly discovered provender that were only waiting for night to set 1bidding them in their own language,
The milk and honey, corn and wheat,
sanies Sufi
“ Yes and these showers,” said Gill, almost to splitting.
for the present.
Are by his labors made complete.
in to fall upon and devour them, they farewell
i
. ¿row tke A.
Our clothes from him must first arise,
as the balls whizzed by, after rending
“ Like Nebuchadnezzar eating grass labored diligently to take their revenge
Two bullets penetrated the side of I
HAGERSTo deck the fop, to dress the wise :
upon
all
fours,
”
said
Elliot,
chuckling
at
his
hat
to
tatters,
“
are
harder
than
I
in anticipation. If an Indian became Ithe canoe before he gained the sloop,I
We then by vote may justly state.
Oi
Friday
evenn
this essay of wit.
visible, or exposed the slightest portion !and one lopped off a lock of hair upon' was iven to the (
The ploughman ranks among the great— like.” More independent than th£m all.
But there was no time now for sport. of his body to observation, his careless- Ihis temples, but he was soon beyond state manlto117
They returned to the garrison.
That dwell upon this earthly ball.
A dreadful yell, as if the spirits of the ness sealed his fate. But their stock of 1the reach of harm, and as the vessel •ofH krs-town,at!
Two days after, there came an order
All hail, ye farmers, young and old !
■
from
the
commanding
officer,
for
lower
regions had broken from their powder was fast diminishing and they ’went from her anchoring ground, he
Push on your plough with courage bold ;
gentlemen ot
ingo is and the art
Church, with eighteen men, to go to prisons, rose to the sky in horrid dis could not, of course, return so frequent- fstood upon the deck and in the p m
Your wealth arises from your clod,
Your independence from your God.
Rhode-Island, thence in boats J.o Po cord, as«$ion as Church’s party halted. ly as they wished the salutes which <ence of all, offered up to
vrof< jliOTS.—-Mr-'(
If then the plough supports the nation,
casset, and, if possible, to get into Phil The Indian*;- began to scatter over a greeted their ears. Thus far, notone Iheartfelt thanksgiving. .
I
And men of rank in every station,
lip’s track. Church cheerfully compli broad space, and soon possessed them upon their side had been killed, and
Let Kings to Farmers make a bow,
4»
And every man procure a plough.
ed with this requisition on his services, selves of every tree and rock and three only wounded, and these but just ,
’ Notice. mucl appose.,
and marched the same night to the fer stump that lay beyond the field of peas, enough to inspire them with courage
1. The Ainenc
ry and the next night was at Pocasset and as their numbers were very great, afresh.—Church from time to time call ^T^HE Subscribers having been appointed > Nati|Hlprosp
crit)
by the Hon,. William A. Hayf.s,
[From the Boston Daily Advertiser.]
and in ambuscade. Day broke, and as it seemed as if they merely meant to ed up his powers of oratory to inspire Judg^e of
wou!„:i
Probate for the County of York’ ! live
his men had been accidentally discov torment on all sides, the little band that them with confidence that all would yet Commissioners to examine the claims of hick\ b are untriec
SCENES OF THE INDIAN WARS. ered by some straggling Indians, he was resisting them, before they inflict be well, particularly as he had succeed creditors to the estate of
2. letrenchmen1
[concluded.]
HENRY STEPENS,
\ the r ¡venue, cut tin
concluded to return to the shore and ed that summary vengeance which it ed in building a bulwark almost im
i let them tai
“ By G------ !” exclaimed Church, there consult upon the course to be pur would seem they were full able to ex pregnable at the distance from which it late of Sanford, in said County, yeoman, de cloth
,jf cabbaging,
ceased, represented insolvent,—hereby give I wa« ahn Quincy
“this is nqf to be borne,” and he put sued. Church called to. the
.... boatman
_____ ert. They fired upon the low embank was shot at.
3.
public notice that six months from the sec- i
-compelled to
the spurs into the horse’s sides, up to ; for their breakfast, but to their sorrow ment which partially protected our he
The sun began to shed down his ond day of February instant are allowed said I man,
of the I
a
creditors
to
bring
in
and
prove
their
claims,
and surprise, they found that he had roes, without a moment’s cessation, and beams hotly. It was four o’clock in
the rowels.
4. The Old S
and that we shall attend that service at the
“ Cavalry, halt!” shouted he, as he carelessy neglected to bring it with him. the discharge of their pieces was one the afternoon, and they were nearly store of Timothy ShaW, in Sanford, on the tevei that lifted fn
wrongs;
went after them at the top of his speed. Church, never at a loss, said, that as continual cracking.
exhausted.—There was a running third Monday of March and April next, and ■ of Bi tish from
the
good luck would have it, he had provis
“ Let them shoot away their loose spring not many rods off, and in defi on the first Mondays of the three following : my«
They checked their flight.
toils
months
at
one
o
’
clock
in
the
afterr$>on
of
“ To the right about, face ! Form ions with him, and immediately emptied powder,” said Church,“ and in the ance of the enemy, and to the utter as each day.
5. General-Wm
platoons !” and they then for the first his long coat pockets of a quantity of mean time, while they are amusing tonishment of his own men, Church ran TIMOTHY SHAW,?,.
jen1 ho has show i
. .
sueef jsful soldier.'
j Commissioners.
time began to think that they were not cakes which were evenly divided themselves with their own noise, we’ll to it to quench his thirst, and after a JOHN SHAW.
had i espect for ’
Sanford, February 26, 1829.
retreating in altogether the most ap among the company, and then they re mend the broken wall.”
Such qualification!
hearty draught came back unharmed,
that! e-but for ou
sumed their way to the interior. After
The individuals selected by Church, and welcomed by loud cheers, bringing
proved military style.
6. genry Clay“ Now let me see the man of you passing thro’ a large field of peas, they to assist him in bringing in rocks, were his strong felt cap filled with cool wa Commissioners’
mani and accomp
E the subscribers having been ap
that dares to run without authority. came to the base of a broken eminence, loth to do the duty. It was necessary, ter, which was eagerly swallowed,
ofth laborer and
pointed by the Court of Probate, for
So help me------, I’ll put a bullet in his on the right of which were thick woods, in order to find fragments of conven while he was despatching two Indians
the County of York, commissioners to derel
re beware I hi
the 1 fong end ma
belly I I am ashamed of you !—You and on the left a marsh extending to the ient size, to go a few paces out of the who were getting upon their feet to as ceive and examine the claims of creditors to
¡r the burst
have disgraced yourselves, disgraced water’s edge.
shelter of the bank, and the men very certain the cause of this sudden out the estate of
last’was rec
this
JOHN SMITH,
your country ! but if I don’t give him a
“Elliot.” said Church to one of his naturally hung back.
rose and said
breaking of joy. The idea began to be late of South-Berwick,
Clay
the county afore
heavy supper who may venture to de corporals,* who with himself composed
“ Come on, come on, I tell ye. entertained that Church either was said, Yeoman, deceased,inrepresented
^resident
an(
Mr.
insolv.
Ii gretthat I fe
sert his officers a second time, may day the council of war,“ shall we go over What afraid ? D’ye think that God will specially protected by Providence, or ent,—do hereby give notice that six months
at th:¡f moment, of
light never shine on me again?” And the hill without a reconnoitre ?” “ Why, desert us in this extremity
.else that he had a league with Belze- are allowed to said creditors to bring in and
your partiality ha
their claims, and that we shall attend
“ By thunder, Captain, I should’nt bub. How else should he be able to prove
he suited the “ action to the word,”— leftenant Church, look here,” and he
sent' ¡¡ent just dr:
that service at the dwelling house of Mr.
swinging his musket by its band behind threw out his great bony left hand wonder if lie did,’’said one of them, “ for walk along in an open field while the Frederick W. Smith, in said South-Ber poss |sedthe poi
justly desc
his baclq and plucking from his side an showing a sleeve which did not come there’s a boat that’s come from the isl bullets were falling around him like au wick, on the fourth Monday in March in migl •_ i now
anima'
whit
enormous horse-pistol, which he delib within three inches of his wrist, “ here and to take us off, and they can’t get tumn leaves ip a heavy gale, and not a stant, and on the first Monday of the five folIi ceived, with
lowing Months from three to six o’clock,?. M,
near
usJW
jvitafibn
are
eighteen
of
us,
that
would
be
as
erately cocked and primed. By this
the!....... witl
hair of his head receive harm ? How
WILLIAM HIGHT,
Hag te-towft andI
And true enough, there was a boat else could it be that every shot he fired
tftne after a deal of trouble among the hearty as so many bucks, if we had
SAMUEL WENTWORTH.
to th I> supper 5 i
South-Berwick,
March
9,
1829.
corporals and sergeants, who were as but a good wholesome breakfast; but within hailing distance, attempting to should be ascertain in its aim as the
core jil reception
raw as the men in the ranks, the forces then a mouthful of gingerbread all get in shore, but her crew were obliged arrow of death ? Some of them through
will e long terne
emo onst Testi
were decently arrayed, and on the way around, is’nt agoin to support nature to back their oars occasionally, to be excessive fatigue began to stretch them
atta imentfrom
AKEN on Executions all the
towards the bridge in a very close bat long. It’s impossible sir, to think of out of the enemy’s reach who plied selves upon the ground, but Church’s York ss
JL
right in equity that Zebu - izen are more I
staying here. Let us have something them so diligently that it was almost words seemed to put new life into them. lon Nason, of Shapleigh, in said county, i that those which
talion.
iich you be
Col. Gill now. approached calling on to munch; or else keep us upon the impossible to accomplish their object.
“ Be patient my hearts of Oak! has in the farm on which he now lives, situa- I tow .fociety,
no
Church to come and examine the coat trot, for there’s nothin like this stand
“ Send your canoe ashore 1” shouted Give ’em another touch of your quality. ted in said Shapleigh, on the road leading I man
mor deserving
from Harrison’s mill (so called] to the dwel-1
Church.
of armour which had preserved his life. ing still upon an empty stomach.”
Be careful of your powder. When ling house of Edward Stanley, bounded' com gement.' A
A shot had struck him on his waistband,
And you are willing, are you, to take
“ Yes, send your canoe ashore, for you do let ’em have it, don’t give it to easterly by said Road and land of Richard 1 van! ges of a g<
soil, I4s granaries
northerly by land of Edward Stan
but underneath it he had crammed the risk of mounting this hill ?— Do you the love of----- .”
’em as if you didn’t like to part with it. Shackley,
ley and Samuel Shackley, westerly by land ■ itsfi Ids may tee
some sheets of strong brown paste remember what you may find upon the
“ Shut up your lantern jaws Jo Ham We have been wonderfully preserved, of
maj pound in a
John Hooper, southerly by land of Moses
board which had saved ; him harmless other side ?
mond,” said Church, cramming his fist and I know that none of us are doomed Welch and others, containing forty acres
the arth; but i
and.juccessfuily
(more or less,) and the same will be sold at
from the force of the bullet, though he
“ On the other side ? why, something into the fellow’s throat; “do you want to bite the sod to-day.”
suffi •ed to langu
Public Ver due, at the stole of Gowen &
said they rather chafed his stomach, to eat. These savages always have a to bring down the whole of that infer
“ Now Corporal Elliot,” said one of Tebbetts, in said Shapleigh, on Saturday,
con Igement, th
“ what with the hot sun, and hard ri good deal of belly timber by ’em—and nal gang upon ug, with tomahawk in them, “ I should like to be informed the ninth day of May next, at one of the
able great.and r
dep fldent.
ding.”
if they hav’nt, why there’s long shank hand, and,—your canoe! your canoe 1” whether be believes the truth xff that.” clock in the afternoon.
It| was this re
1.
LUTHER GODING, Deh. Sheriff.
“ But in the name of Heaven, where ed Jo Hammond, that swears he cried Church again, very fiercely, and
“ You’d better ask him,” replied he, March
14, 1829.
Jot( ago to enlis
is Col. Belcher ?” asked Church.
would’nt stick at a slice off of one of waving his hat aloft, but there was no dropping his cheek to his musket.
fast iption of I
~
ANS DUiMB.
“ There goes, his horse, sir, the ’em, if so he was fresh killed. But answer to his request.
Int( hal Impro
“ Aha ! has it given you the colic ?” as
wal 'behind.me.
I
Secretary of State’s Office,?
white filly, yonder,” said one pointing lord, lord, leftenant, look up there !”
“ Send jTour canoe, or else be off. a tall Indian he had hit, let fall his weap
the olicy
i
, and
Portland,
March
17,1829.
j
to where his steed without a rider was
He cast his eyes toward the hill, and If you come within gun-shot of us, we on, and pressing his hands to his breast,
the Ich
i harves1
P
ublic Notice is hereby given, that on
prancing about on the hills, and saw that its whole, summit was alive fire upon you.”
1st ire,
I in the
rolled over backwards, all coiled up in the seventeenth day of June next the Gov
riot i: heart th ai
screeching under the agony of a deep with armed and painted Indians. The
He looked anxiously towards the a heap.
ernor and Council will designate such addi
the intern
i
plati
deaf and dumb persons as may appear
wound.
sunshine gave their tinsel ornaments boat, trusting that one more effort
Here Church called on Jo Hammond tional
art« and the hit
to
be
most
proper
subjects
for
education,
un

“ Who saw him fall ?”
and polished weapons a glittering ap would be made to rescue him, but he for assistance to raise up a flat stone der the Resolves for the assistance of the ’ the have alrea
ing kre of gove
“ I—I—I,” said a score of voices.
pearance, and when they halted and looked in vain. The boatmen were which he had found beyond the line of Deaf and Dumb, passed February 5, and
ani Experience
“ And why the devil did’nt some of looked down upon the party in the afraid to dally longer with a man who their fortification, telling him that not a March 5, 1829. And that all applications
doe not see a g;
for the benefit of the appropriation made by
you help him off? You’d leave him, plain below they made truly a glorious was not, as they knew, in the habit of bullet should'touch him.
atn distant da
said
Resolves,
must
be
made
in
writing
to
Would you, to be scalped and roasted show.
whi n the med
breaking his word, and accordingly
“ Leftenant Church,” said he, “ I con the Secretary’s office, previous to that time,
hav so greatly
by the dozen savages that fired just
“ Well, Elliot, what now ?”
pulled over to the other shore. Again sider that it does not stand to freason for setting forth the name, age, and residence of
and badness to
now upon you ? A pretty set of fel
“'What now ?” said Elliot dryly; the woods rung long and loud with the you to know that thing. For in the the person, for whom the application is made,
froj ourselves
the
amount
of
assistance
such
person
can
re

lows, a’nt ye ? Eighty great brawny why legs sir, I should rather think.”
shrieks of exultation from the Indians, first place them salvages are mortal ceive from hjs or her parents, guardian, or
fea1 a? doubtful
Ha of the Ho
lubbers, and on horseback too, running
“ For the love of mercy/’ cried a body of' whom began to make a skilful at a long shot, and then it is not any other source, together with'evidfence of
away from not so many pounds of flesh Hammond from the ranks; “give us movement as if to take the rampart by likely that a body a$ lengthy as this such person’s capacity to receive instruction, t itst ,<eatre •
tre ¡the
i tug o'
EDWARD RUSSELL, Sec’y of State. '
as you would eat for breakfast! Who a chance to hook it! lean go, sir, like a storm.
’ere, shouldn’t catch the sight of some
I iope
i the yl
knows the spot where Col. Belcher horse,” and he buttoned his jacket tight
“ To your guns, boys, now,” said of’em.”
the |spending
fell,”
:about him.
hut ble.judgm
Church, “ and wait for the word.
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